OUTDOOR AUDIO
SYSTEMS

The Origin Advantage

A blend of incredible sound quality and artistic design is what sets the loudspeakers at Origin apart.
Having created the first, modern, in-wall speaker in 1976, the team at Origin has spent decades
perfecting the concept. Fill your life with the finest music and be confident in the fact that your
speakers will continue to perform for years to come.

Origin Landscape Outdoor Speaker Collection

Filling your outdoor environment with quality music that appears to come from nowhere is now
a very real expectation. The Landscape Series includes two models of satellite speakers that can
be hidden away in flowerbeds and planters. To create an even more dramatic presence, the Series
includes high performance subwoofers that are buried in the ground and completely fill out the
bottom end. They will project incredible sound from exterior walls, under eaves, on pillars and
architectural elements or even freestanding on exterior furniture.
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Seasons Outdoor Speaker Collection

Taking entertainment outside is a balance of audible accuracy, dispersion and power. The
Seasons Outdoor Collection utilises a unique driver configuration in a triangular cabinet. The 60
series models feature active woofers and tweeters and dual passive radiators firing off the back
two sides. This means substantial bass and greater volume levels to fill the garden, deck or pool
area with impressive sound. The collection is available in eight models including two that deliver
both stereo channels from a single enclosure.
ON WALL SPEAKERS

Available in black or white

Acoustic Landscape Audio System

Change your outdoor lifestyle. Acoustic Landscape provides full coverage across large garden
spaces, meaning you can take the music with you whenever you venture outside. The Landscape
audio system provides full solution that evenly covers your garden with sound. The camouflaged
4” Satellite speakers and 8” subwoofer provide quality tone and coverage, turning the whole
outdoor space into a sweet spot without disturbing the neighbours. Acoustic Landscape is high
quality and simplicity epitomised.
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Wide Dispersion
Tweeter

Rust-proof
Aluminium Grille

Durable Installation
Spike

Camouflage Weatherproof
Bass Cap
Full 8” Drive w/ Rubber
Surround
Rugged Burial Enclosure

The Acoustic Landscape system can be set up and running in a matter
of minutes with just a standard receiver or amplifier with two available
channels and some four conductor cable. Once installed, it preserves
the natural beauty of it’s surroundings while delivering a rich and even
sonic performance.

All-weather enclosures to
perform even under the
most extreme conditions

Compatible with any
standard 2-channel
Amplifier

8” burial subwoofer
for deep bass

4” two-way speakers
with rugged ground
stakes

Designed with an earth colour
to remain hidden from sight
within plants and foliage.

Let Us Design Your Next Installation

Make sure your outdoor installation blows you away. We’ll design your system fully for you
from start to finish. We can provide you with amazing landscape system designs, complete with
detailed illustrations and instructions for installation as well as a proposal with system pricing. We
are committed to providing you with the ultimate outdoor listening experience, custom-tailored
to your needs.

Contact Us

For more information on Origin Acoustics and Acoustic Landscape or if you want us to provide you
with our Landscape Design service, then contact us on:
07961 311422 or email at peter.alloway@invisionuk.com

